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Chapter One: Introduction 

"Ifan actor can develop in himself the habit of freeing his body from superfluous 
tensions, he removes one of the most substantial blocks to creative activity." 
(Stanislavski) 

Two of the requirements an actor must meet for the successful performance of dramatic text 

include the ability to tap into a voice that can convey the full range of human emotions and the ability 

to have the vocal amplitude required to fill large performance spaces. Needs of this kind and the very 

act of performing often create stage fright or a neurotic tension. This neurotic tension most often 

manifests in the throat muscles, which handicaps the actor in producing a full voice. (Moses, Neurosis 

116) As Cicely Berry states: 

Two of the requirements an actor must meet for the successful performance of dramatic text 

include the ability to tap into a voice that can convey the full range of human emotions and the ability 

to have the vocal amplitude required to fill large performance spaces. Needs of this kind and the very 

act of performing often create stage flight or a neurotic tension. This neurotic tension most often 

manifests in the throat muscles, which handicaps the actor in producing a full voice. (Moses, Neurosis 

116) As Cicely Berry states: 

"The actor knows just how dependent he is on his voice, and what demands he wants 
to make on it, and this knowledge in itselfmakes for tension." (Voice 18) 

Because of the stress involved in performing, the actor frequently holds the breath, or restricts 

the breathing so that it does not function optimally. Dr. Alexander Lowen, director of the International 

Institute ofBioenergetic Analysis, states that when a person is in a situation of stress, even simple ones, 

he or she tends to limit the breathing. ("Breathing" 2) Since the breath is the foundation of a good 

voice, the voice suffers from this restricted breathing. Besides disturbing the origin of the voice, 
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"holding the breath" can also add to the physical tensions which restrict vocalization. When we are 

tense our breathing becomes shallow, and when our breathing becomes shallow we become more 

tense. (Lowen, Spirituality 36) The breathing-tension patterns become a vicious circle. As a voice 

trainer, it is a necessity to find ways in aiding the performer to release excess tensions which can 

constrain hislher vocal expression. 

"The pleasantness of speech is a direct result of the relaxation of the vocal tract. If 
there is tension in any part of it, in the breathing muscles, trachea, larynx, throat, or 
mouth, there may be a constriction of the passage for speech at the point where the 
tension exits. This will block its natural outflow." (Machlin, Speech 37) 

The voice trainer must find a way to help the performer become more in touch with a relaxed and 

responsive body that breathes fully. 

As life's pressures infiltrate, habits and tensions grow. (Rodenburg, Right to Speak 23) In life, 

one comes into contact with outside stimuli to which one, in turn, must react. When these stimuli are 

harmful, whether physically or mentally, the body constructs a system ofprotection against the stimuli 

which often results in physical tension patterns. (Reich, Character 156) Wilhelm Reich, a founder of 

body-psychology, identified a person's bodily defense mechanism to keep from experiencing further 

pain and labeled it "armoring." (Figure 1, page 3) 

"Armoring refers to the total pattern of chronic muscular tensions in the body. They 
are defined as armor because they serve to protect an individual against painful and 
threatening emotional experiences. They shield him from dangerous impulses within 
his own personality as well as from attacks by others." (Lowen, Bioenergetics 13) 
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Porb4tlly 

Figure 1: Tension Patterns in Armored Individuals 

Taken From Love. Sex. and Your Heart, Alexander Lowen 
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Kristin Linklater, author ofFreeing Shakespeare's Voice, founder ofCompany ofWomen and Head of 

Acting at Emerson College, seemingly echoes the theories stated by Lowen and Reich and offers the 

following explanation. 

"...Certain neuro-muscu1ar programming has developed habits of mind and muscle that 
cuts us off from the instinctual connection between emotion and breath. The voice 
cannot work to its true potential if its basic energy is not breath. As long as we are 
emotionally protective, our breathing cannot be free. As long as breath is not free the 
voice will depend on compensating strength in the throat and mouth muscles." 
(Linklater, Freeing 12) 

This concept is also recognized by other voice trainers when speaking of the effect of tensions on the 

VOlce. Cicely Berry, O.B.E., Director ofVoice at the Royal Shakespeare Company, believes: 

"The voice is incredibly sensitive to any feelings ofunease. In everyday life, ifyou are 
slightly nervous or not quite on top ofthe situation, this condition reacts on the voice. 
The basic feeling of fear puts all the defense mechanisms into action, and the result is 
tension, particularly in the upper part ofthe body, the neck and shoulders." (Berry 18) 

Patsy Rodenburg, Head of Voice at the GuildHall School of Music and Drama and the National 

Theatre in London, cites in her book, The Right to Sp~ how environment, physical injury and illness, 

and social expectations can have debilitating effects on the voice. (Rodenburg 53-85) Arthur Lessac, 

former professor at SUNY-Binghamton and director ofthe Lessac Institute, states that poor posture is 

"conditioned from poor but potent influences." (Lessac, Use and Training 27) 

There are many methods ofactor voice training. All ofthese in some way attempt to make the 

voice more efficient, but not all aim at releasing the bodily tensions that can hinder the voice. One 

commonly used approach to vocal freedom, utilized at several professional actor training programs, is 

the Linklater system. Another technique which is also extremely successful in releasing the body's 

tensions and inducing freer breathing is the approach developed by Catherine Fitzmaurice, freelance 

vocal coach who has coached at The Lincoln Center, New York Shakespeare Festival, The 
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Shakespeare Theatre, and the Arena Stage. Both aim for full vocal expression, but approach the 

release ofinhibitory tensions differently. 

This thesis will examine how relaxation and breathing are developed in the Linklater System 

and in the Fitzmaurice Method. Further, it will propose a method ofusing the two methods in tandem 

rather than remaining exclusive of one another. Finally, observations made by this researcher while 

working with students using both the Linklater and Fitzmaurice approaches led to the development ofa 

new tremor posture. By employing exercises such as the ones used in these approaches, an 

actor/performer could learn to better utilize the breath and the body to vocally express the emotions 

desired for performance. 
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Chapter Two: The Linklater System 

The work ofKristin Linklater was originally derived from the work of her voice teacher at the 

London Academy ofMusic and Dramatic Art (LAMDA), Iris Warren. Warren, in turn, was inspired 

by the accomplishments of Elsie Fogarty at the beginning of this century, who systematized a method 

of speech training that was based on accurate physical mechanics of the voice. Warren's work also 

stems from the work ofF. Matthias Alexander, author of The Use of the Self, who, at the same time, 

had explored human physical behavior and how habitual patterns of physical usage impose a 

dictatorship on the body. (Barlow, Alexander 3-7) He believed that these patterns could only be 

broken with careful psychophysical reconditioning on the deepest level. (Linklater 2) 

Iris Warren moved the training of voice into an area that attempted to understand the 

psychological being along with the physiological being. With this understanding, she worked to allow 

actors to express heightened emotions by freeing emotional blocks, thus freeing the voice to express 

the emotion. (Linklater 2) 

Kristin Linklater studied with Iris Warren at LAMDA and eventually went back to LAMDA as 

a student-teacher. After six years at LAMDA, she moved to America where her work has continued 

to develop. Linklater has worked to free the body-voice from the "prison of environmental influence, 

unconscious psycho-physical conditioning, and aesthetic standardization." (Linklater 4) She has tried 

to enable actors to find the balance of intellect, emotion, body, and voice by reconditioning the mind's 

relationship to the body. (Linklater 2-3) 

The main emphasis of the Linklater work is to find a natural relaxation of the body so that the 

breath-impulse can occur organically to create a vocal sound. This is accomplished by using varying 

exercises to help one perceive the state ofone's body, allow it to relax, and realize the natural rhythm of 
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the breath. One is encouraged to focus hislher thought inward in order to release the body's external 

physical tensions. 

"...The efficiency of the vocal apparatus depends on the alignment of the body and the 
economy with which it functions. When the spine is out of alignment its ability to 
support the body is diminished and the muscles intended for other things must provide 
that support. If the lower spine is weak. the abdominal muscles are employed in 
holding up the body, they are not free to respond to breathing needs. Similarly, if the 
upper part ofthe spine abandons its job ofcanying the rib cage and shoulder girdle, the 
rib muscles may take on the responsibility ofholding the chest high, in which case they 
are unavailable for intercostal breathing. Finally, when the vertebrae of the neck are 
not well aligned, the whole channel through which the voice travels is distorted. With a 
weak neck, the jaw muscles, tongue muscles, laryngeal muscles, even lips and 
eyebrows become supporters of the head, leaving little chance of free passage of 
sound." (Linklater 20) 

The above paragraph illustrates how Kristin Linklater believes that alignment and relaxation are 

vital in vocal production. The first thing that one does in Linklater's work is to become familiar with 

the spine and the relaxation of the body. (Linklater 20) She has a number of imaging exercises and 

physical exercises that are used to address the issue. 

The first exercise in freeing the voice is to become acquainted with one's spine. Linklater says 

that the more an individual can imagine the movements of one's own skeleton the more economically 

the muscles work. The participant should let the mind talk to the bones. (Linklater 20) 

Standing with the feet parallel directly beneath the hip sockets with the weight evenly 

distributed on the feet, one pictures in the mind's eye the bones ofthe feet, ankles, shin bones, knees, et 

cetera; imaging the bones growing up from the one below until one reaches the skull and imagines it 

floating upward. Next, one focuses the attention on the elbow joints, activating the upper arms, and 

letting them float to the ceiling with the forearms hanging down loosely. The attention is then focused 

on the wrists letting them float to the ceiling, creating a V-shape with the hands hanging down loosely. 

The attention then focuses on the finger tips so that they float to the ceiling with the energy extending 
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up through the V-shape ofthe arms. The participant then thinks ofbeing pulled up by the finger tips so 

that the torso is stretched from above. One should also observe any differences in the movement of the 

breath through the torso. The arms are then released from the stretch one step at a time; allowing first 

the finger tips to give in to gravity, then the wrists, and finally allowing the elbows to drop to the sides 

of the body. During this sequence, time should be taken to register the contrasting sensations 

occuning in the anns during each step, including the final drop. Subsequently, the head is allowed to 

drop forward and hang heavily from the torso. The participant gives in to the weight of the head and 

allows it to drag the spine down and away from the body, vertebra by vertebra, picturing the process. 

The knees should relax so that the weight remains over the middle of the feet and does not rock back 

and forth on the feet. When the weight becomes too great to support through balance, the spine 

should be allowed to release and hang from the pelvis, giving in to the force ofgravity. The participant 

should remain in this position for some time, breathing easily and allowing the muscles ofthe upper half 

ofthe body to relax and give in to gravity as well. (Linklater 21-3) 

Next, the attention is focused on the tailbone, tucking it under, so that the spine is brought up 

one vertebra at a time. The abdominal muscles should stay relaxed so that the breath can move easily 

into this area. As the participant comes up, slhe should visualize the spine's lengthening and recognize 

the support it gives to the structure of the body. The neck should continue to hang loosely from the 

upright torso, being the last thing to come to vertical. When the cervical spine is brought up, the 

participant should image that the head floats up but is not lifted. The participant should monitor the 

sense of verticality and how the body feels in space, moving the focus of attention through the body 

instructing any excess tensions to release. This brings the body to a well-aligned, neutral, upright 

posture. 
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The participant should focus his/her attention inward for a minute or two in order to monitor 

the movements occuning within the body, and allow the inside of the torso to move freely with the 

breathing process. Finally, the need to yawn should be fed into the body, yielded to, and one should 

stretch and shake all over. The sense that one receives after performing this sequence should then be 

monitored and registered into the memory. (Linklater 23-4) 

Similar exercises can be done while lying supine on the floor. The participant moves his/her 

attention through the body focusing on the individual joints and bones, picturing them lengthening and 

widening on the floor. The focus is also placed on the individual muscle groups, allowing them to relax 

and "hang off the skeleton". Also, very gentle stretching exercises, such as the work developed by 

Moshe Feldenkrais and mentioned in his book, Awareness through Movement, are often employed to 

further the release ofthe muscles. The attention is directed inward to allow the body to respond to the 

breathing process as the body is stretched to release muscular tensions. By stretching and releasing the 

body on the floor, one can often get a better sense of the spine lengthening, the shoulder girdle 

widening and releasing, and the joints loosening because ofthe gravity difference and change in vertical 

structure. 

Linklater believes that in exploring the breathing process, the aim is to remove habitual 

muscular controls and allow the involuntary processes to take over. She says that because of the 

complexities of the breathing process, it is not good to jump to conclusions about how the process 

works, but to observe the process as it occurs. Breathing naturally is a reflexive action and in order to 

restore its potential one must remove restrictive tensions, and allow it to respond to various emotional 

stimuli. (Linklater 25) 
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In observing the breath, Linklater believes that it is best to begin in a standing position so that 

the contrasting sensations can be noted when lying down or hanging upside down. One begins by 

doing a physical awareness exercise such as the one mentioned above. Then, relaxing with a long easy 

spine, the participant images the mind as being in the center of the body behind the solar plexus, a 

juncture ofthe nerve ganglia behind the stomach and in front of the aorta which is often considered as 

the "center of the body," and allow the natural breathing rhythm to be sensed. The participant relaxes 

on the outgoing breath and merely waits until the inspiratory breath occurs. The process is to release 

the breath, wait, yield to a physical need for more breath, allow the breath to be replaced in the body, 

release the breath again, wait, and so on. By monitoring this process, the participant can begin to sense 

the autonomic responses ofthe body in its need for respiration. (Linklater 26-7) 

Continuing the awareness of one's breath, the mouth should be dropped open, allowing the 

breath to travel through the oral cavity instead of the nasal cavity. With the mouth relaxed and no 

conscious or forced pressure coming from the diaphragm, a light sound similar to [f:] (an unvoiced 

labiodental fricative) should arrive on the lips. Often this sound will be made as a voiceless bilabial 

fricative [«p:l (from this point forward this sound will be represented by [f\cl>]) due to the shape of some 

participants' mouths. Either articulatory placement is correct; it is more important to think of the 

breath coming directly from the center of the body to land at the front of the mouth. By allowing the 

breath to be caught on the lips it stays freer with no constriction occurring in the throat passage. 

(Linklater 27) 

The participant should mentally feed the impulse of a gentle sigh of relief with no sound into 

the body-receiver, observing how the breath responds to the feeling of relief Imagining that the mind, 

feelings, and breath are all located in the center of the body; this should be repeated several times 
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observing how the involuntary breathing musculature reacts and how the resultant breath arrives at the 

lips on a [f\c}>] which is sustained for a greater length oftime. (Linklater 28) 

Next, this should all be made easier by lying supine on the floor, allowing the body to give way 

to gravity. While lying down, the participant should place hislher attention into the feet and slowly 

move it up through the body, imagining that the individual joints are filled with air and the individual 

muscles are dissolving off the bones, allowing gravity to let the spine and thorax relax more toward to 

the floor. The face should also be reminded to relax, including the masseter muscles and the tongue. 

The participant should become aware that within the stillness of the body there is a gentle rise and fall 

in the mid region as the breathing occurs. A hand should be rested on the abdomen to monitor how the 

abdomen reacts to gravity and how no muscular involvement is needed as the breath releases from the 

body. Again, a sigh of relief is fed into the body, thinking of the reliefgoing to the groin, and letting it 

fall out of the body. This sigh of relief should continue to be fed into the body and be allowed to 

escape unrestricted. The participant should explore varying amplitudes of impulses to initiate the sigh 

of relief before reverting to natural breathing to observe how the impulse moves the breath and the 

breath moves the body. (Linklater 29-31 ) 

Finally, the participant should slowly come to standing, attempting to retain the sensations of 

the body that were achieved on the floor. The best way to come to standing is to move from a prone 

position into a crouching position, tuck the feet underneath the body and move into a squatting 

position, bring the pelvis up so that the torso hangs from it, and then tuck the tailbone under to build up 

the spine. The abdominal muscles should remain loose as the natural breathing continues. The 

participant should observe any differences between the sensations experienced while standing and the 

sensations that were experienced while lying down. The participant should also compare the difference 
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in sensations that are currently being registered with the sensations that were perceived while standing 

before the floor exercises. By monitoring the body, the participant should be able to see if and where 

the breath feels different, better, worse, et cetera, and acknowledge the change. 

It is important for the participant to admit to any observable new experiences. If one can 

accept these experiences and articulate them, changes will occur much more quickly toward releasing 

conditioned tensions. (Linklater 25, 34) Sometimes dizziness or light-headedness is experienced, but 

the participant should be encouraged to accept the dizziness as it is a result of increased cell 

oxygenation and move onward. 

When producing sound, it is important to judge the sound not in an aural sense but a tactile 

one. One should not listen in order to check the sound quality because that creates a separation 

between the intellect and the emotions. Linklater use the term "touch of sound" in order to reinforce 

the belief that sound already exists in the center of the body and is merely released from the body. 

(Linklater 35) 

To begin the process of releasing sound, one should stand at ease with the awareness of the 

spine growing upward and taking the weight ofthe torso off the legs. The abdomen should be released 

as well. While tuning in to the natural breathing, the participant should keep reminding himself or 

herself to let the spine lengthen and the muscles release. There should be an awareness of the breath 

responding to the body as it releases through the relaxed mouth with a [:f\]. Once again, the impulse of 

a sigh of relief should be fed into the body, imagining that as it descends into the center of the body it 

touches a "pool of vibrations. " The relief is then sighed out on a stream of voiced vibrations, making 

sure that it is 100010 vibrations and not 50% vibrations and 50% breath. As these vibrations release 

from the body they will come out as a very neutral [h3:] sound. By releasing sound in this manner, the 
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participant can realize that no extra energy is needed from the musculature of the torso in order to 

create sound. (Linklater 35-6) 

Next, the participant should visualize the very center ofthe diaphragm dome, concentrating on 

that point as the origin ofthe breath. The participant should then visualize touching the vibrations with 

that central point of the diaphragm. Staying with the natural breathing rate, the [h3:] should be 

released, the body inhales, [h3:] is released, and so on. Next, the participant should allow a double 

bounce of the diaphragm to occur on the vibrations to form [h3: h3:] with the natural breathing 

pattern. The participant can then give a sigh of relief on sound, shaking the belly with the hands to 

shake the sound, and try going back to the central touch of sound on [h3: h3:]. This exercise is also 

done to allow the participant to realize that the energy exerted from the torso is minimal. By picturing 

the bounce of the diaphragm giving the added energy no outside musculature becomes involved. 

(Linklater 37-9) 

The exercises should also be undertaken in a supine position. Lying on the ground, the 

participant should perform the above exercises to experience the physical sensation of sound. The 

participant should slowly come to a standing position and perform the exercises again, monitoring the 

body with the mind to notice any changes. Finally, the participant should roll down so that the spine is 

hanging from the tailbone to perform the exercises, thinking of the sound falling out with gravity, and 

monitor any sensations. Rolling up the spine slowly, the process can be repeated again. (Linklater 39

40) 

While performing these exercises, the sound produced should be getting easier, deeper, and 

freer. It may seem very introspective and not yet suitable for communication, but that is natural. Low 

energies are used to release the tension, believing that the familiarity of relaxation with little demand 
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(low energy) will enable one to maintain this awareness when the demand is heightened. Turning the 

attention inward is deliberate to feed the source of the sound in order to build an inner energy so that 

speaking will be a release. (Linklater 40) 

The exercises mentioned cover relaxation, breathing, and beginning the sound production. 

Linklater's work includes more exercises to amplify the initial sound, further open the channel ofsound, 

extend range, et cetera Another aspect of Linklater's exercises is finding power for the breath by 

utilizing the movement ofthe rib cage. 

The first part ofutilizing the rib cage for breathing is to become aware ofits musculature. This 

is begun by stretching the arms toward the ceiling, consciously regarding the stretch in the back and 

paying attention to the relation between the arms and ribs. While yawning, the participant can stretch 

upward even more as slhe tries to feel the stretch go into the back ribs. Let the arms fall in steps; first 

the hands, then the forearms, and then upper arms. Let the head drop forward so that the weight curls 

the spine downward, allowing the curling to extend down into the section of spine between the 

shoulder blades so that a relationship between the ribs and spine can be felt. While the participant is 

hanging in this fashion, the palms of hislher hands are placed on the middle back and a deep sigh is 

incited. This allows for the breath to be perceived moving into the back. The spine is then built back 

to an upright posture, striving to keep the feeling ofmobility in the back of the ribs. This allows the 

participant to feel the amount ofmovement that is possible in the area ofthe floating ribs and lower rib 

cage area. (Linklater 123-4) 

The rib cage musculature is then stretched. The participant imagines pieces of elastic 

connected between the lower ribs and the elbows. The elbows are then levitated out to the sides at 

shoulder level with the hands falling in near the chest with the palms down. Using the image of the 
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elastic, use this movement to stretch the lower ribs more by bringing the elbows forward in an arc. The 

elbows are then arced backward as far as possible stretching the front of the rib cage and the sternum 

wider. This stretching forward and backward should be alternated to make certain that maximum 

stretch is achieved. Alternating arms, the elbows are stretched upward inch by inch several times to 

open the rib cage wider and higher, visualizing an umbrella opening up underneath the rib cage. The 

arms are released but the expansion is held wide in the chest for a short time before letting it relax. 

This widening ofthe chest is then repeated without the final collapse. While performing this exercise, it 

is important to remind the shoulders to stay relaxed and dropped against the rib cage. These exercises 

allow the person to feel the extent to which the ribs can move so that on inhalation the rib cage can also 

expand along with the abdomen, giving more breath capacity. (Linklater 124-6) 

The participant then lies prone on the floor to detect the back's breathing movement 

possibilities when the abdomen and front of the torso are immobilized. Rolling onto the back the 

participant should imagine the torso as a box with the front, back, and sides ofthe body making up the 

box's sides with the pelvis and collarbone areas making up the bottom and top, respectively. By 

enacting deep sighs ofrelief, the participant should recognize how the breath moves the six sides ofthe 

box outward in all directions. Lying on one side, the participant should sigh deeply to feel the various 

directions ofexpansion that occur on the unrestrained side of the rib cage. The participant can then lie 

on his/her back again to feel the movement of the entire box, noting the difference between the two 

sides after only one side has been stretched. This is then repeated on the opposite side for balance of 

the stretch and the body is then monitored again while lying on the back. After performing this, the 

participant will come to a standing position and attempt to maintain the same sensation ofmovement of 

the six sided box. Gradually enlarging sighs ofrelief should then be released to monitor the changes in 
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perception. This exercise reinforces the previously discussed ones by exhibiting the correlation of 

thoracic and abdominal movement together. (Linklater 126-7) 

The exercise called "vacuuming the lungs" gives a vigorous activation of the breathing 

mechanism by using strong involuntary reflexes. This exercise basically consists of expelling as much 

air as possible from the lungs, holding the nose so that no air can return, stretching the rib cage open as 

much as possible, and then letting go of the nose to let the air rush in due to the natural recoil of the 

lungs. Because of the vacuum-like effect and the need for air to fill the vacuum, there is a very 

vigorous inflow of air into the lungs filling them quickly and fully. This exercise is performed to 

strengthen the breathing musculature from the reflexive action, but also invigorates the whole system. 

(Linklater 128-9) 

In order to permit the breath to respond to greater emotional demands, work is done with 

"sighs of relief " (Linklater 132) After stretching the body and relaxing it, four large impulses for sighs 

of relief are slowly allowed into the system while imaging the diaphragm being blown up and down 

from these impulses. Then, focusing on the center of the diaphragm, six repeated sighs of relief 

impulses are given to the body, allowing it relax after the last one. These two variations are repeated 

several times. While concentrating on the very center of the diaphragm, the participant then gives 

several quick lively impulses to let the breath flutter from the center (similar to a dog's panting) with a 

release at the end. The lungs will not completely empty as this is performed. By imaging different 

degrees of anticipation, one can build from slow sighing to panting until there is a final big release of 

relief This can also be perfonned by adding sound to the breath. These variations ofthe exercise are 

to "decondition a neuro-muscular process that produces tension in response to intensity, and to 

recondition the neuro-muscular response to one ofrelease. " (Linklater 130-4) 
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These exercises show the importance of maintaining the breath's relationship to muscular 

involvement. As described, the above exercises are simply an overview. For a more elaborated 

description, one should refer to Freeing the Natural Voice. The exercises build muscular action that 

stays responsive to the need for spontaneous communication without added control. Linklater stresses 

that the exercises should not be performed only to develop strength because without parallel emotional 

growth the muscular control will not serve spontaneous communication. (Linklater 121-2) 

In the opinion of this author, the Linklater System ofvoice training emphasizes that the breath 

should respond completely to the emotion involved. Ifone needs to speak loudly it should come from 

an emotional need to speak loudly. Speaking softly and using little air also comes from the emotional 

need to speak softly. Linklater believes that "there is nothing more insidiously corrosive to an actor's 

artistry than the consciousness of growing vocal energies which are more accessible than emotional 

energies." (Linklater 130) The two aspects of emotional and vocal energies need to be developed 

together in order to develop an instrument of sound quality. The breathing should have no voluntary 

control enforced upon it because conscious control of the breath destroys any sensitivity to the 

changing inner states of the actor. Also, voluntary controls that are applied to the breathing process 

are felt to involve muscles that are large, clumsy, external, and removed from the lungs. This is 

thought to diminish the reflexive connection ofbreathing with emotional impulse. 
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Chapter Three: The Fitzmaurice Method 

Catherine Fitzmaurice's approach is a style of teaching voice which focuses on relaxation and 

breathing. This approach evolved from Fitzmaurice's traditional approach to voice and theatre training 

and her search to aid students in finding ways to a freer voice. She had found that the traditional 

methods often did not release the acting students' patterned tensions and began looking into alternative 

ways offreeing their chronic muscular constrictions. (Court, Humanistic Psychology 47-9) 

Catherine Fitzmaurice's training in voice included instruction from a wide range of London's 

traditional voice teachers, beginning with her studies in high school with Barbara Bunch, who had 

taught Cicely Beny. It was Barbara Bunch who suggested that Fitzmaurice go to the Central School 

of Speech and Drama to study with Beny. While at Central, Fitzmaurice studied not only with Cicely 

Beny but also Alison Milne, Gwynneth Thurburn, and 1. Clifford Turner. Here, she studied diction, 

"rib reserve" breathing (where one holds the rib cage wide at all times) (Berry 26-7), verse and poetry 

speaking, and relaxation. (Fitzmaurice interview) 

Cicely Berry asked Fitzmaurice to return to Central to teach. While there, she realized that 

even though breath training had come easily to her, the training she received very often did not work 

when translating it to students who had strongly patterned tensions. She began searching for ways to 

free the students' breathing and release their tensions, and developed stretches that would aid in 

releasing muscular tautness. 

Fitzmaurice's husband, David Kozubei, who studied the work of Wilhelm Reich extensively, 

introduced her to Reich's body-oriented therapy. Working with therapists on a weekly basis, she 

encountered the study ofBioenergetics. Bioenergetics is a fonn of psychology which seeks to free the 
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mind's blocks by freeing the body's muscular blocks. During this period, Fitzmaurice also had the 

opportunity to do an intensive workshop with Alexander Lowen. 

Moving to the United States, Fitzmaurice accepted a position at the Academy ofDramatic Art 

at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. While teaching there, she continued exploring the 

Bioenergetic work with a therapist at the Institute ofBioenergetics located in Rochester, Bob Rebus. 

She felt that Bioenergetics' way of taking the body to vibrations worked very well with actor vocal 

training because it released tension and sensitized the entire body to vibration, making the voice both a 

physical and sensuous experience. She incorporated the vibratory work with yogic stretching exercises 

and then added the production of sound during the Bioenergetic postures. 

Fitzmaurice has continued using the Bioenergetic postures, yoga, shiatsu, and fundamentals of 

the Alexander technique; further developing her technique at the various institutions where she has 

been teaching. She has also developed the work for use in coaching professional theatre and teaches 

workshops for other voice professionals. One ofthe workshops was taught in conjunction with Kristin 

Linklater. (Fitzmaurice) 

Fitzmaurice began using the Bioenergetic exercises for what she termed "destructuring" of the 

breath and body. "Destructuring" is the process used to release the muscular tensions in the body and 

get in touch with one's breath. This process is performed before the "structuring" process where one 

builds breath support for voice usage. In "destructuring," the participant concentrates on the breathing 

through a variety of alternating postures and stretches that energize the body into vibration, increase 

the need for oxygen, and subsequently force the body to breathe more deeply. (Fitzmaurice) 
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Following, there are a number of exercises which Catherine uses for the "destructuring" 

process. These exercises came about from her explorations in Bioenergetics and yoga with her 

students and her own empirical changes to make them more applicable to voice. (Fitzmaurice) 

Figure 2: The "Leg Tremor" Posture 
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One commonly used rudimentary position ofBioenergetics is what is called the "leg tremor. " 

In this position, the participant lies on hislher back and extends the legs into the air perpendicular to the 

earth. The knees are kept slightly bent, the feet are turned inward in a pigeon-toed fashion, and the feet 

are flexed with the heels reaching upward. (Figure 2) If the participant has problems finding the 

tremor, slhe can very slowly bend the knees slightly and then extend them back to the original position. 

Eventually a vibration will begin to set in to the legs and the energy flow through them. (Lowen, 

Vibrant 99-100) There may be a tendency for one to grip the abdominal muscles in order to keep the 

legs extended upward. The participant must be reminded to relax these muscles so that, as the need for 

oxygen increases, the lungs and diaphragm can extend deeper into the abdominal region. The tremor 
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that develops in the legs secondarily vibrates the abdominal muscles, which further encourages release 

ofthe abdominis muscles. (Fitzmaurice) 

A variation on this Bioenergetic posture that augments the vibration more thoroughly 

throughout the torso is called the "dying bug." In this position, the participant adds the movement of 

extending the arms parallel to the leg tremor posture, without straightening them completely, and 

reaching toward the ceiling. The addition of the arms vibrating creates increased secondary vibration 

through the muscles ofthe chest so that further release occurs in the rib cage area. 

Figure 3: The "Half-Plow" Posture 

Fitzmaurice adjusted some yoga positions so that a tremor could be obtained. One such 

position is the "half-plow" posture, a variation on the plow position of yoga. While lying on the 

ground with the arms at one's sides with the palms down, the participant pushes down with the palms 

into the floor, curling the torso and spine so that the pelvis is in the air over the chest and the knees are 

relaxed over the head. The elbows are bent at right angles so that the back and pelvis are supported 

with the hands and forearms and the weight of the body is on the shoulder blades. The shoulders 
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should be encouraged to relax and widen from the weight of the body pressing the shoulders against 

the ground. (Figure 3) The participant should just allow the legs to hang freely down near the head 

with the knees bent. This allows himlher to monitor the different breathing sensations that are felt in 

this stance as the movement ofthe abdomen effects the thighs. In this stance the rib cage is positioned 

where it cannot move upwardly and the breath is forced downward and deeper into the abdomen and 

back. Once the participant has been allowed to monitor the different body sensations, the legs are 

extended keeping the backs ofthe knees soft, the toes are pointed inward, the feet are flexed, and slhe 

reaches out with the heels. The legs will begin to vibrate, sometimes quite vigorously, shaking the 

torso throughout, releasing tensions in the abdomen and vocal tract, and deepening the breathing. 

(Fitzmaurice) 

Figure 4: The "Bow" Posture 

The "bow" position is another posture derived from yoga. In this position, the participant lies 

prone, bends the knees so that the feet are over the buttocks, and reaches back for the ankles with the 

hands. The legs are extended, pulling the arms and curving the torso backward. (Satchidananda, 
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Integral Yoga Hatha 45) The neck should remain loose so that the head falls forward. (Figure 4) This 

posture stretches out the front of the torso and helps to release tension in the shoulders. When one's 

breath becomes really active the body will most likely rock forward and backward. Sometimes 

vibrations will occur in the legs and arms facilitating further release. 

Figure 5: The "Cobra" Position 

The "cobra" position is performed slightly differently than is done in yoga. As in yoga, it is 

started by lying prone with the forehead resting on the ground. The hands are placed palm down 

directly beneath the shoulders with the elbows against the sides of the chest. The head is curled 

backward and the arms are activated, when necessary, to bring the head higher and stretch the torso. 

(Satchidananda, 41-2) Unlike yoga, the arms are kept bent and against the chest while keeping the 

energy moving downward so that the shoulders do not ride up around the neck. The remainder of the 

body is relaxed so that it releases into the ground. (Figure 5) Since the arms are bent, the vibratory 

energies will begin in the arms, shake the shoulder girdle and chest muscles, and thereby deepen the 

breathing. 
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Figure 6: The "Camel" Posture 
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The "camel" (occasionally, in yoga, called the "rabbit") posture also stretches the anterior ofthe 

torso. In this position, the participant begins by standing on his/her knees. The participant then allows 

the pelvis to rock forward, but not to tilt backward. Reaching back with one ann at a time, the weight 

is shifted backward so that the hands are resting on the ankles. One stretches the arched torso, 

reaching upward with the sternum, and letting the head relax and extend backward. (Satchidananda, 

119) (Figure 6) This posture does not necessarily have to create a tremor, but the breathing does 

deepen from the extra energy required to fulfill the stretch. The lower front of the rib cage also 

receives a great deal of stretching. 
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Figure 7: The "Pelvic Lift" Posture 

A tremor in the adductor muscles and pelvis can be achieved in a posture where the participant 

lies on his/her back with the feet planted on the floor, turned in, and the knees pointed upward and 

slightly inward. This is a vel)' gentle tremor that will vibrate the pelvis and the inner thighs. This is 

accomplished by having the participant press vel)' slightly into the floor with the feet so that the coccyx 

is tilted upward. (Figure 7) The knees are slowly brought together and spread slightly, repeating this 

movement until vibration can be felt in the thighs. Once a subtle tremor has begun, the participant can 

cease moving the knees in and out. This is a vel)' gentle tremor through the thighs that helps to gain 

freedom in the pelvis. 
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Figure 8: The "Grounding Tremor" Posture 

Some of the original exercises developed by Alexander Lowen were performed while standing. 

The first of these is the "grounding" tremor. This tremor is not only used to increase the respiratory 

need, it is also used to ground the performer/voice-student. In this position, the participant stands with 

the feet fairly wide apart (a little wider than the shoulders) with the feet turned in. S/he then allows the 

head to drop forward and its weight to curl the spine forward vertebra by vertebra, hangs from the 

waist, and touches the floor with the hands, keeping the knees slightly bent and the weight on the balls 

of the feet. (Figure 8) The participant should begin with bent knees and slowly straighten them, 

without locking them, until a vibration begins. (Yibrant 10-12) Once again, ifa tremor does not come, 

slowly bending and straightening the knees will help induce it faster. Also, pressing out laterally with 

the knees helps in acquiring the tremor sensation. Since the body is hanging loosely from the hip joints, 
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once the legs begin to vibrate the rest of the body begins to shake secondarily. This shaking helps a 

great deal in freeing the tensions ofthe muscles in the torso, arms, and neck. 

Figure 9: The "Standing Bow" Posture 
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The "standing bow" or "arch" posture is another of the exercises derived directly from 

Bioenergetics. "This exercise is similar to the preceding one except that it puts the body under stress to 

open the breathing more fully by placing more strain on the legs. Ifdone correctly, it helps to release 

the tension in the belly... " (Vibrant 20) One stands with the legs about 18 inches apart with the feet 

turned in. The fists are placed in the small of the back with the thumbs in. Finally, the knees are bent 

as much as possible without lifting the heels and the body is arched over the fists while breathing 

deeply. (Vibrant 20-1) (Figure 9a) A variation on this exercise, developed by Fitzmaurice, is 

perfonned by grasping one thumb by the opposite hand in front ofthe body and arching the spine back 

in the same fashion while stretching the arms above the head. (Figure 9b) This variation adds more 

stretch to the muscles across the chest. It is best to follow this exercise with the grounding tremor to 

release the stress and to increase flexibility in the body. 
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Figure 10: The "Wishbone" Posture 

The "Wishbone" posture, developed by the author, is a variation on the Bioenergetic "Standing 

Bow" exercise which evolved by combining the "grounding posture" and "standing bow" with a yoga 

stretch. Starting in the grounding tremor, one circles the arms around behind the back intertwining the 

fingers ofboth hands. Then, stretching the arms skyward, the participant rolls up the spine while trying 

to keep the arms as close to perpendicular to the torso as physically possible. Finally, as one comes to 

standing, the body and head are arched backward with the knees bent as in the "standing bow" 

position. (Figure 10) Often, the participant must be reminded to let the shoulders relax downward as 
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slhe comes into an upright position. This posture activates a more thorough tremor through the torso, 

chest, and vocal passageway; giving a greater release for the breathing. 

Figure 11: Using the Bioenergetic Stool 

Lying over the Bioenergetic breathing stool is the exercise that probably gives the participant 

the greatest release of tension. This helps to stretch the back muscles that otherwise are difficult to 

reach. The exercise also aids one in breathing more deeply without much conscious effort. The stool 

was originally developed by using a two foot step stool with a blanket rolled up and fastened to the 

top. (Yibrant 118) In order to perform the exercise, one should lower one's back onto the top of the 

stool so that the blanket is level with the lower end of the shoulder blades. Next, the arms are raised 

upward and reached backward, grasping a thumb ofone hand with the other. The feet should stay flat 

on the floor, thereby the knees are bent to accomplish this position. The pelvis can be adjusted higher 

or lower depending on the physical prowess of the participant, though allowing it to release downward 

gives the maximum stretch. (Figure 11) The participant should lie over the stool as long as possible, 
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but should not push too hard the first time. After using the breathing stool exercise, the participant 

should perfol1l1 the grounding exercise or kneel in a crouching position on the ground. This will allow 

the body to recuperate from the stress ofstretching over the stool. 

In order to aid the perfol1l1er/voice-student in discovering a more efficient respiratory process 

and in learning to release the tensions in the body that prevent natural breathing, sufficient time should 

be spent performing the above exercises without vocalization. Sufficient time is relevant to the 

situation in which one is training the performer/voice-student. In a coaching situation where time is 

limited, one would begin vocalizing almost immediately; however, in a training program where time is 

not an issue, one could take a few months working with only breathing and release. Eventually, one 

would begin using the freer breath for the creation oforal sound. 

To begin creating a fully resonant vocal sound, one needs only to engage the vocal folds while 

performing the tremor exercises. This makes the sound come out naturally with the breath and not in 

a forced way. During the exercises, the participant should be encouraged to let the sound escape from 

the body. It does not need to be a pleasant sound and should not be a manipulated sound. It should 

just come freely from the breath passing through the glottis. 

The vibrations that occur in the legs, arms, et cetera extend through the body and into the vocal 

tract, allowing relaxation to also occur in there while performing the exercises. (Lowen Interview) 

One should allow the vibration to inhabit the entire body and let the sound release. "A clear sound 

resonating in the body causes an inner vibration similar to the vibrations we induce in the musculature" 

(Vibrant 27) 

After working with the release of sound in the exercises, one can experiment with the sound 

production. The participant can sustain the sound, monitoring how the body responds to the added 
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stress. Also, the participant can explore pitch variations through any of the exercises. Based on past 

observations, the participant tends to concentrate on the stress the body is experiencing wholly and 

does not intellectualize the process of raising and lowering pitches. This keeps the individual from 

producing the sound "from the throat" and constricting its musculature, thus making the variations with 

greater ease. These experiments may allow the participant to better experience a wider vocal range 

without laryngeal and pharyngeal constriction. 

One important aspect of the Fitzmaurice Method is that after the "destructuring" process, one 

then restructures the breath for proper support to optimally vocalize in performance. This process is 

taken from the traditional style ofbreath training that was taught at the Central School of Speech and 

Drama and is described in Voice and Speech by Gwynneth Thurburn. (53-57) In "structuring," one 

learns to utilize the rib cage more fully during respiration. The actor consciously uses the intercostal 

musculature to expand the rib cage for a longer period of time in the respiratory cycle. This, however 

should not be confused with "rib reserve breathing" where the actor consciously "locks" the rib cage in 

the expanded position. 

When learning "structured" breathing, one must first become conscious ofthe movement ofthe 

abdomen. While lying on the floor, the participant should monitor his/her breathing by laying a hand 

over the abdomen, and mentally noting the movement ofthe hand while breathing and when speaking. 

Next, a pressure is applied to the abdomen by the hand during the pause between inspiration and 

expiration, and released on the inhalation. Pressure is then applied with the hand to the lower rectus 

abdominis, the space above the pubic bone, area on the exhalation/speech to give added energy to the 

out-going breath stream. Then, pressure from the hand is decreased somewhat and the abdominis 

muscles are activated to sustain the same amount of energy for the outgoing breath. Finally, the 
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abdominis muscles are fully activated to support the energy ofthe outgoing breath and the hand is used 

to monitor their activity. This sequence of exercises should occur over some time, and should be 

completely understood before moving on to the next phase ofstructuring the breath. (Fitzmaurice) 

Another step in structuring the breath is to become aware of movement of the rib cage. The 

participant begins by placing the hands at the lower edge of the ribs and extending the thumb and 

fingers around the front and back of the rib cage to monitor its movement. It is important for the 

participant to become familiar with this movement and learn to consciously utilize the rib cage area in 

breathing. If the participant presses inward with the hands on the ribs so that there is a resistance 

against the movement of the ribs on inspiration, s/he can find the muscular effort required on the 

inhalation. (Fitzmaurice, int.) By learning to expand the ribs on the inhalation, a greater breath capacity 

is created along with a somewhat larger space for chest resonation. 

Finally, in structuring the breath, one must learn to coordinate these two aspects. Once the 

performer has learned to focus the breathing into the individual areas ofthe abdomen and rib cage, s/he 

can switch from one to the other, and s/he realizes that the ribs do the conscious work on the in-breath 

and the abdomen does the conscious work on the out-breath; then the participant can put the two 

components together. With this process, the breathing becomes a quadruple sequence with a pause. 

The ribs drive first and the abdomen follows during inhalation, the abdomen then drives and the ribs 

relax in a delayed manner on the exhalation, and finally there is a pause before the sequence begins 

once again. The pause in between is also an important part in the process because the person should 

wait until the body actually needs to breathe. In this process, one does not hold the ribs out, but delays 

the process of their falling. When the exhalation is begun with the musculature of the abdomen, as 
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mentioned above; the fall of the ribs is naturally delayed. This helps regulate the breath's outflow. 

(Fitzmaurice) 

Fitzmaurice's Approach, as stated, breaks the process of vocalization into two halves: the 

destructuring of the body (where the tremoring takes place) and the restructuring of the body's usage. 

This shows the importance of not only breaking detrinlental physical habituations but replacing them 

with helpful ones. Also, by using the yoga and Bioenergetic postures, the approach indirectly aids in 

the aligning of an individuals spine for better physical functioning. A factor that Fitzmaurice feels is 

important is always using the vocalization for some type of speaking. It should be understood that the 

breath is to serve for communication and changes according to the thought being communicated. 

Catherine Fitzmaurice feels that the voice does not necessarily need to sound beautiful, but should 

express the thoughts and emotions ofthe performer with the power needed for dramatic performance. 

(Fitzmaurice) 
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Chapter Four: A FitzmauriceiLinklater Approach 

The Linklater System and the Fitzmaurice Method aim ultimately for the same thing: releasing 

the tensions of the body and utilizing the breath as the root of the sound. The two systems, however, 

take different approaches toward achieving these goals. The Linklater System uses an inwardly 

reflective, fairly passive tactic while the Fitzmaurice Method uses an intense physically active tactic. 

This researcher has found through working with various students and observing another voice 

professional, Dudley Knight, who worked with Fitzmaurice and was in Linklater's original training 

class and now serves as Head of Acting and Voice at the University of California at Irvine and vocal 

coach for South Coast Repertory, that these two methods ofvoice training can work well together. In 

conjunction they can help move the participant toward a more efficient use ofthe vocal instrument. 

By beginning with the neutral resting state on the floor which is used in the Linklater System, 

the participant begins in an ideal circumstance to become aware initially of the state ofhis/her breathing 

and tension patterns. Subsequently, the Bioenergetic exercises from this stance allow for an even 

greater understanding ofthe body-breathing mechanism. 

In the activity of the tremoring exercises, one's breathing, in a sense, is forced into responding 

to a greater need for oxygenation. (Fitzmaurice) In the reflective passivity of the Linklater approach, 

one can examine what is occurring in the body. Alternating between these active and passive states 

may give a greater understanding of release and breathing. By beginning with passive reflection in 

Linklater's neutral resting state on the floor, the participant is forced to notice the patterns and tensions 

that reside in the body which hamper the performance of the voice. Subsequently, the activity of a 

tremoring exercise forces the body into releasing tensions and needing greater oxygenation. Using the 

reflection that is encouraged in the Linklater work after a tremoring exercise has been performed, the 
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participant may more quickly embrace the physical changes that are occurring and integrate any 

appropriate adjustments into the natural breathing process. After a tremoring exercise, some of the 

easier Linklater stretches in which one reflects on the body are very good positions to assume to allow 

the body to recuperate from the tremor's intense muscular release. Linklater's passive stretches act as a 

step between the profound activity and repose. When combining these two types ofactivities, one may 

achieve a more total release. 

In both the Linklater system and in structured breathing the rib cage is utilized to create a 

greater breath capacity. The stretching exercises in the Linklater work help to develop a great deal of 

expansion in the anterior and posterior parts of the chest. The exercises also strengthen the rib cage 

muscles, enabling them to more easily instigate the inhalation. Further, ifone chooses to use structured 

breathing, such as that advocated in Fitzmaurice's Approach, the exercises in the Linklater System, 

such as the stretching and "vacuuming the lungs," can supplement it well. "Vacuuming the lungs" 

demonstrates the nature of autonomically initiating a larger recoil of the lungs with the rib cage, as is 

done in structured breathing. 

Linklater's belief that the voice is supported by the spine is also supported by the Bioenergetic 

principles used in the Fitzmaurice Method. Paraphrasing Alexander Lowen, M.D. in his book 

Pleasure, he states that normal healthy breathing is seen as a wave moving throughout the entire body 

from the pelvis to the head. ~leasure 41) The Bioenergetic and yoga exercises used in the 

Fitzmaurice Method help to stretch and align the spine, making it more limber, responsive, and 

supportive. 

When adding vibrations to the breath stream in order to create a sound stream, the two 

approaches also work well together. Beginning with Linklater's touch of sound in a neutral position, 
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the participant perceives that no extra energy, besides the breath, is needed to produce sound. Taking 

the participant into the Bioenergetic postures while continuing to produce sound reveals how an 

additional need for oxygen generates added breath flow, which creates greater sound energy. This 

exhibits to the participant that when something affects the body to increase its oxygenation rate, the 

voice naturally gains strength. 

Figure 12: Comparitive Chart of the Two Systems' Methods 

Goal 

Promote breath awareness 

Extend breathing into the 
abdomen and back 

Relax thoracic tension 

Create sound from the 
breath 

Provide breath support for 
sound 

Promote alignment 

Fitzmaurice 

"Destructuring" exercises 
create a greater physical need 
for oxygen 

Cobra, half-plow, and camel 
postures force breath down 

"Destructuring" exercises 
stretch and fatigue the muscles 
into relaxation 

Activate vocal folds while 
exhaling during the 
"destructuring" exercises 

Use "structured" breathing 
with abdominis contraction 

Yogic exercises create more 
flexible and responsive spine. 

Linklater 

Image the mind as being 
located at the solar plexus and 
monitor the breath's movement 

Feed in sighs ofrelief of 
greater intensities and monitor 

Focus the mind into the 
muscles, consciously relax any 
tensions, and transfer the 
energy to the spine 

Use the "touch ofsound" 
exercise 

Develop the connection ofthe 
breath to the emotions so that 
the emotional and vocal 
intensities increase together 

Stretch up from through the 
spine, hang from the hip 
sockets, roll up through the 
spine while visualizing its 
movement and lengthening 
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Both Linklater's and Fitzmaurice's approaches to vocal training include other exercises. These 

exercises can also work well in tandem, but were not included since the focus of this study was 

relaxation and breathing. Both approaches promote a physical openness through the entire system and 

a use ofthe breath to support greater variations in the voice. 

The two different approaches often work well in supporting one another by helping the 

performer/voice-student become more aware ofhislher vocal possibilities and development. When one 

approach does not work for a student the other approach or a combination of both approaches might 

provide possible solutions. Every participant will respond uniquely to any exercise and by using the two 

approaches a trainer has more opportunities to help fu1fill the student's needs. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 

Originally, this researcher, primarily having studied the Linklater System, was convinced that 

thirty minutes for any type of proper vocal warm-up was the absolute minimum needed to produce 

satisfactory results with forty-five minutes more optimal. However, an adjustment in thinking became 

necessary after observing and experiencing Fitzmaurice's technique. In training the voice, Fitzmaurice's 

usage of Bioenergetics, yogic exercises, and restructuring the breath produces sufficient results much 

more rapidly. With this approach, a warm-up can be accomplished in only twenty minutes. Often, 

fifteen minutes will suffice. An observation was also made of actors, who had little or no voice 

training, being able to perform with full and expressive voices capable ofgreat amplitude after working 

with Fitzmaurice for a short time. 

Through past experience, it is the opinion of this researcher that the Linklater System has 

proven to be very effective and accessible for most students. The easy-going nature of the system 

made it easy for most students to integrate into their bodies and, most importantly, it dealt with the 

fundamental that the breath is the foundation for the voice while realizing the importance of relaxation 

to allow the proper functioning ofthe voice. 

The Fitzmaurice Method also is based on the breath as being the cornerstone and most 

important part ofvocal production, while actively tackling the need to release physical tensions. After 

being exposed to the Fitzmaurice Method and observing the results that students obtained, this 

researcher realized that the speed and intensity in which Fitzmaurice's methods work are invaluable 

resources in training the performer's voice. 

Through this author's observation of classes and direct work with students, a realization has 

come about that the bioenergetic vibratory approach to freeing tensions and increasing the breathing 
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will eventually work for all students. Because ofthe nature ofthe physical stress imparted on the body, 

a participant's body ultimately will become fatigued so that the vibratory energy will occur. This often 

will take some time, but if the participant can be encouraged to continue through any slight physical 

discomfort, eventually the body will yield to the vibratory response. Therefore, the Fitzmaurice 

Method could ultimately help the majority ofvoice students. 

Both approaches recognize that the breath and voice are strongly tied to one's emotions. There 

is some difference in how the two approaches feel about using emotions as a part of vocal training. 

Linklater feels that the emotional release should develop along with the vocallbreath release. (129-30) 

Therefore, the release of emotions is encouraged. Fitzmaurice believes that the emotion will often be 

released along with the breath, which can aid in further breath and tension release, but that one should 

not push to release the emotions. "The emotions will come in a more organized fashion and can be 

released into the work ofcommunication instead ofmerely being a display. " (Fitzmaurice) In his book, 

Bioenergetics, Dr. Alexander Lowen states that the voice and the emotions are directly tied together 

and that if an individual has full release of emotions then the individual will use the voice fully. In his 

work as a psychiatrist, Lowen feels it is necessary to unblock feelings but also work with the 

production of sound to unblock tensions. (271) This author agrees that emotional release gives more 

freedom to the body, breath, and ultimately the voice, but one should not coerce the emotional release. 

As voice trainers are not directly trained to work with an individual's emotions, we should not actively 

pursue a catharsis in the voice student. However, if an emotional release occurs through the voice 

training it should be accepted unconditionally by the voice trainer because of its positive effects on the 

vOlce. 
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There is one fundamental point where the two approaches disagree. The Linklater System 

believes that no conscious muscular support should be used in addition to the natural breathing 

musculature while the Fitzmaurice Method encourages the muscular support of the breath used in 

structured breathing. Linklater believes that the involuntary nervous system is the best arbitrator ofthe 

breath and believes that controlling or sustaining the breath can waste energy. Emotion and feeling 

should be the guides that regulate the utilization of the breath. Therefore, when there is greater 

emotional intensity the breath will be affected by that intensity to create the support needed for a voice 

with more intensity. Fitzmaurice believes that by supporting with the torso's musculature, a foundation 

is given to the breath to support the emotion, no matter the size ofthe emotion. 

This researcher tends to agree with Fitzmaurice and believe that the thoracic and abdominal 

musculature is necessary in most performance situations. It may not be necessary in small auditoriums, 

but when performing in theatres of greater capacity a conscious breath support is needed for full 

vocalization. This gives the voice the stability and flexibility for expressing emotions while also giving 

it the power needed for greater amplitude to fill the space. 

Because ofthe speed in which it works, this researcher has found that the Fitzmaurice Method 

is a perfect supplement to the Linklater System which is widely used in actor training. From 

experiencing the two approaches, this researcher has found that the physical release found in the 

Linklater System is different from the type of muscular release found in the Fitzmaurice Method. The 

release achieved in the Fitzmaurice Method seems to be more intense, while the degree of release in the 

Linklater System seems more superficial. By using the Linklater and Fitzmaurice approaches in 

tandem, one can ease the student into a more thorough relaxation and breath utilization. By utilizing 
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both systems, there is greater possibility in aiding the perfonner/voice student gain the freedom s/he 

needs for the perfonnance situation. 
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